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Abstract 
 

The fundamental reason why most SQL injection detection methods are difficult to use in 
practice is the low reusability of the implementation code. This paper presents a reusable SQL 
injection detection  method  for  Java  Web  applications  based  on  AOP  (Aspect-Oriented 
Programming) and dynamic taint analysis, which encapsulates the dynamic taint analysis 
processes into different aspects and establishes aspect library to realize the large-grained 
reuse of the code for detecting SQL injection attacks. A metamodel of aspect library is 
proposed, and a management tool for the aspect library is implemented. Experiments show 
that this method can effectively detect 7 known types of SQL injection attack such as 
tautologies, logically incorrect queries, union query, piggy-backed queries, stored 
procedures, inference query, alternate encodings and so on, and support the large-grained 
reuse of the code for detecting SQL injection attacks. 
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1. Introduction 

The increasing security of Web applications has been a challenging topic for scholars and 
software developers. There are mainly the following reasons [1]: 1) Technical Challenges. 
Software developers are not all security experts, and even the best-trained developers can 
focus on only a few security issues at a time. 2) Aggressive Adversaries. Hackers have realized 
that attacking application vulnerabilities are often the fastest and easiest way. Statistics show 
that 37% of security problems occur in the application layer, and over 65% of organizations 
have suffered  SQL  injection  attacks  [2].  3)  Organizational  Factors.  Developers  and  
quality assurance (QA) engineers are usually rewarded for their ability to deliver features 
quickly, not for discovering and eliminating security flaws. 

The  above  reasons  indicate  the  following  facts:  1)  For  most  developers  that  are 
inexperienced and have no knowledge of security programming techniques, even if the 
security experts point out the program defects, there is no way to solve these security defects. 
Programmers need to reuse solutions, technologies, and especially code to prevent security 
threats at large granularity. 2) Application vulnerabilities are the main targets of hacker attacks, 
Web applications should use more general and robust detection and defense methods, and 
tackle SQL injection attacks as the main target of detection and defense; 3) In order to shorten 
the development cycle and reduce the development cost, most enterprises do not fully analyze 
and mitigate the security vulnerabilities that may be contained in the program, which leads to 
the result that a large number of Web applications may suffer from security vulnerabilities. 
Reworking all the code is almost impossible, and dynamic attack detection and defense are 
essential to complement static security detection. 

SQL injection attacks come in many forms. In 2006, according to the purpose and intention 
of attackers, Halfond et al. divided SQL injection attacks into 7 types, including tautologies, 
logically incorrect queries, union query, piggy-backed queries, stored procedures, inference 
query, alternate encodings and so on [3]. 

To prevent SQL injection attacks, many scholars have published a lot of fruitful research 
results, including static detection methods in the phase of implementing code, and dynamic 
detection methods during the stage of code deployment and execution. However, most 
methods have certain limitations. The shortcomings of existing methods mainly include:  

Most existing methods can only detect a part of the known types of SQL injection attacks, 
the accuracy of SQL injection detection needs to be improved.  

The detection code cannot be reused with large granularity. There are various types of SQL 
injection attacks, and their detection and defense require specific expertise. Most programmers 
may not have such knowledge and skills. Although programmers can mitigate security 
vulnerabilities in code to some extent after professional training in security, how to reduce the 
cost for developing secure code in a short software development cycle is an issue that 
enterprise managers must consider. Most of the existing methods lack the mechanism of 
large-grained reuse of the code for SQL injection detection. 

In this paper, an approach based on dynamic taint analysis [4]-[8] and AOP 
(Aspect-Oriented Programming) [9] is proposed to detect and defend the external attacks of 
software at runtime, and realize the large-grained reuse of SQL injection detection code. We 
use  AOP  to  encapsulate  dynamic  taint  analysis  processes  (taint marking,  taint propagation 
analysis, SQL syntax analysis), and build an aspect library for SQL injection detection to 
achieve the reuse of large-grained aspect code. Different from normal class libraries or 
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function libraries, the interrelated aspects used for tainting and taint propagation analysis can 
be reused as a whole. 

The main contributions of this paper are the following. 
(1)A dynamic taint analysis method based on AOP is presented, including taint marking, 

taint propagation and taint analysis. In order to improve the detection accuracy, we propose a 
new taint marking method, which not only marks the user's input as the tainted data, but also 
marks the starting and ending positions of the tainted data in a string, which realizes accurate 
analysis of the tainted data. 

(2)This paper proposes a metamodel of aspect library. Through the construction of an aspect 
library and its management tool, the large-grained reuse of SQL injection detection code is 
realized. 

The approach proposed in this paper is an improvement and further study of our previous 
work [10]. In this paper, we improve the tainting method of starting and ending  information of 
tainted data, and propose the taint propagation algorithm using string concatenation and 
substring extraction as examples. At the same time, we also propose the metamodel and 
construction method of aspect library.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the related work of 
SQL injection detection. Then, we describe an SQL injection detection method based on AOP 
and dynamic taint analysis in Section 3. An metamodel of Aspect library is presented in 
Section 4. In Section 5, we use some experiments to evaluate the proposed method and in 
Section 6, we conclude this paper. 

2. Related Work 

2.1 Vulnerability Detection Based on Program Analysis 
Static analysis technology analyzes the source code of Web application lexicographically, 
syntactically, and data processing process and logical structure, to find possible security risks 
in the coding phase of the software development life cycle. Because of the context-free nature 
of SQL statements, the syntax and semantics of normal and malicious statements are quite 
different, so the syntax analysis technique can be applied to the detection of SQL injection 
behavior. For static analysis, it is usually necessary to use a vulnerability scanner to conduct a 
white-box scan of source code to determine the type of software vulnerability and 
corresponding code block. For example, Shinetal's SQLUnitGen [11] located risk points and 
generated inspection report through an automatic test, and developers manually modified the 
defect code according to the scan results to repair software vulnerabilities. But for most 
developers that are inexperienced and have no knowledge of security programming techniques, 
there is little they can do about the results. Dynamic analysis method [12] includes data flow 
analysis and control flow analysis, which find the vulnerabilities by observing the dynamic 
properties such as memory usage and register values during program execution. The data flow 
analysis attempts to trigger its potential vulnerabilities by constructing the boundary data, and 
the control flow analysis detects the defects of the function call by setting the breakpoint in 
real-time to track the control state transformation of the target program. 

2.2 Vulnerability Detection Based on Taint Analysis 
Researchers try to reason the trusted and untrusted parts of SQL statements according to a 
certain strategy, but the accuracy of detection cannot be guaranteed. Taint analysis is slightly 
more reliable than the above methods in accurately distinguishing trusted from untrusted parts 
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through tainting, taint propagation analysis and harmless processing, which is mainly divided 
into dynamic and static taint analysis. In static taint analysis, Lam et al. used static data flow 
analysis technology to check whether the tainted data inputted by the user reached the 
execution point of SQL statement to dig SQL injection vulnerabilities [13]. Pixy [14] proposed 
by Jovanovic et al. uses flow-sensitive, inter-process and context-sensitive static data flow 
analysis methods for PHP programs to detect whether user input in target statements has been 
properly verified and processed, thus mining Web application vulnerabilities. Minamide 
proposed a string analysis method for PHP programs to accurately and efficiently simulate 
dynamic Web content [15]. Wassermann et al. [16], based on the string analysis method 
proposed by Minamide, used context-free grammar (CFG) to abstract the construction. 
process of SQL statement, determined whether the grammar non-terminator was related to 
user input with the static taint analysis method, and detected SQL injection vulnerability by 
tracking it. Su also modified the string analysis method to make it suitable for static detection 
of XSS vulnerabilities [17]. However, because this kind of static analysis needs to rely on 
traditional program analysis methods and cannot well deal with the dynamic characteristics of 
Web applications, it produces high false positives and false negatives and increases the burden 
of manually confirming vulnerability results, so it can handle very limited types of programs. 

Dynamic taint analysis [18]-[22] can better deal with the dynamic characteristics of the 
program and can be divided into negative tainting and positive tainting based on untrusted data 
and trusted data. For example, Nguyen et al. [23] proposed to dynamically track the 
propagation process of taint mark at the character granularity level by modifying the data 
structure of String class and built-in operation function in the PHP interpreter, and analyze the 
syntax structure of SQL statement at the execution point (sink), not allowing SQL keywords 
and sensitive characters to come from untrusted data. Qed [24] is a goal-oriented model 
detection system that can automatically generate test cases to test Java programs with possible 
vulnerabilities. CSSE [25] creates index tables with pointer variables as indexes in the PHP 
engine and implements character level tainting for untrusted data with the bitmap as a value 
type. Ardilla [26] is able to automatically generate test cases for XSS and SQL injection in 
PHP, traces taints through symbol execution and generates specific vulnerability exploit code 
based on changes in taint information. All the above approaches choose to mark the user input 
as the tainted data and propagate the taint mark when the program runs. In practice, not only 
are the sources and types of untrusted data widely distributed, but it is also difficult to 
accurately track each of the tainted variables. In contrast, trusted data sources are more fixed, 
such as hard-coded strings that programmers write into programs. Based on this characteristic, 
researchers proposed a positive tainting method. Halfond et al. [4] set the trusted mark for 
hard-coded strings in the program and dynamically tracked the propagation track of the mark. 
The trusted and untrusted parts in SQL statements are distinguished by this mark. Since all 
untrusted inputs exist in unmarked form, this method can effectively avoid underreporting the 
attacks and improve the accuracy of SQL injection attack detection. All of the above methods 
record taint information by allocating extra memory space or modifying data structure, 
Although dynamic taint propagation analysis can give accurate results, it relies on effective 
rules and string constraint solver accuracy to reduce the false negative, In other words, this 
approach increases program coverage and increases the performance penalty of related 
functions. 

2.3 Other Approaches 
In recent years, researchers have proposed character/encoding conversion, boundary marking 
and character randomization to represent trusted/untrusted data to implement lightweight taint 
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analysis. PHPHard [7] is a method based on a similar idea of boundary tags. It uses positive 
tainting to mark the inline HTML code and constant strings in PHP, and dynamically tracks 
the security interval of response pages through the propagation of boundary tags, so as to 
detect cross-site scripting attacks. SQLrand [27] is a protection scheme of the randomizing 
instruction set. It adds a random integer after the keywords in the hard-coded string to carry 
out the randomizing process to mark the trusted keywords, checks the legitimacy of the SQL 
statement through the agent, and passes it to the database for execution after de-randomizing. 
Zhang Huilin et al. proposed a tainting method based on encoding conversion [28], which is 
applicable to UTF-8 encoded Web applications. The taint information is stored directly in the 
non-standard single-byte encoding, the string length after the tainting is not affected, and the 
tainted mark automatically carried in the character byte will be automatically propagated with 
the program execution, and no additional taint tracking algorithm is required. Zhao Yufei et al. 
took network traffic as the training data [29] to extract the features of malicious requests from 
the real network environment to detect SQL injection. 

3. Method Design and Implementation 
The basic idea of this method is shown in Fig. 1. Each process of the taint analysis is 

encapsulated in different aspects and stored in the aspect library. Different applications can 
instantiate abstract aspects in the aspect library to achieve large-grained reuse of taint analysis. 

 
Fig. 1. The basic idea 

 
The SQL injection detection method based on AOP and dynamic taint analysis is shown in 

Fig. 2. Taint source marking aspect marks the input data of the system as tainted data. Taint 
propagation analysis aspects track string manipulation functions and annotate operation 
results. The syntax-aware evaluation aspect evaluates the SQL syntax and detects the presence 
of an SQL injection attack string before submitting the SQL statement to the database for 
execution. 

3.1 Taint Source Marking Aspect 
Tainted data (untrusted data) includes many types. A typical example of tainted data is the data 
inputted by the user in the interface, by which an attacker inputs a string containing a special 
form and submits it to the Web server for execution to steal the information. Also, cookies 
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received by the server and data read from the file may contain attack strings. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The SQL injection detection method based on AOP and dynamic taint analysis 

 
To mark the tainted data, we add a field taintIndex to String, StringBuffer and StringBuilder 

classes in JDK to mark the tainted information. After string manipulation, if a string contains 
more than one tainted substring, taintIndex will contain the starting and ending positions of 
these tainted substrings. 

public final class String { 
private final char[] value; 
… 
private final Hashtable taintIndex; 

} 
 

The tainting process is shown in Fig. 3. The taint marking aspect takes the user's input data 
as the taint marking source and sets the taintIndex to [0, userinputdata.leng-1]. 
 

Broswer

Web server

String UserInputData=HttpServletRequest.getParameter()
String UserInputData=HttpServletRequest.getParameterValues()
String UserInputData=HttpServletRequest.getAttribute()
String UserInputData=HttpServletRequest.getParameterMap()
String UserInputData=HttpServletRequest.getCookies()

UserInputData

Taint source Aspect Marked
UserInputData

taintIndex: [0, UserInputData.length-1]

Marking

 
Fig. 3. Tainting process 

3.2 Taint Propagation Analysis Aspects 
String manipulation functions (such as string concatenation and splitting functions) and 
assignment statements have the property of taint propagation. AOP-based taint propagation 
analysis defines string manipulation functions and assignment operation as join points. In each 
join point, the analysis process of taint propagation is woven separately(Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Taint propagation analysis 

 
According to the Java function manual, there are 216 basic string functions. Through 

careful analysis, 81 of them have the property of taint propagation. For these functions, the 
logic of taint propagation should be implemented one by one. This paper selects two 
commonly used string manipulation functions (string concatenation and substring extraction) 
to illustrate the algorithm of taint propagation analysis. 

+ = 
str1 str2 str

str1: {untainted}
str2: {untainted}
str: {untainted}

+ = 
str1 str2 str

str1: {untainted} 
str2: {tainted} 
str: {tainted,
        taintIndex: [str1.length, str1.length+str2.length-1]
      }

+ = 
str1 str2 str

str1: {tainted} 
str2: {untainted} 
str: {tainted,
        taintIndex: [0, str1.length-1]
      }

+ = 
str1 str2 str

str1: {tainted}
str2: {tainted}
str: {tainted,
        taintIndex: [0, str1.length+str2.length-1]
      }

①

②

③

④

 

+ = 
str1 str2 str

str1: {tainted,
           taintIndex: [taintStart, taintEnd]}
str2: {tainted,
           taintIndex: [taintStart, taintEnd]}
str: {tainted,
        taintIndex: {
               [str1.taintStart, str1.taintEnd],
               [str1.length+str2.taintStart, str1.length+str2.taintEnd]}
      }

⑤

 
 

Fig. 5.  String concatenation 
 

Fig. 5 shows the taint propagation analysis of the string concatenation operation. Depending 
on the string being manipulated, the analysis process can be divided into five scenarios: 

(1) If neither of the manipulated strings is a tainted string, then the result string does not 
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contain tainted data. 
(2) If the first manipulated string is not a tainted string and the second manipulated string is 

a tainted string, then the result string contains tainted data, and the index of starting and ending 
positions of the tainted data is [str1.length, str1.length+ str2.leng-1]. 

(3) If the first manipulated string is a tainted string, and the second manipulated string does 
not contain tainted data, then the result string contains tainted data, and the index of starting 
and ending positions of the tainted data is [0, str1.leng-1].  

(4) If both of the manipulated strings are tainted strings, then the result string contains 
tainted data, and the index of starting and ending positions of the tainted data is [0, str1.length+ 
str2.leng-1]. 

(5) If both manipulated strings contain partial tainted strings, then the result string contains 
tainted data, and the index of starting and ending positions of the tainted data is [str1.taintStart, 
str1.taintEnd]  and [str1.length+str2.taintStart, str1.length+str2.taintEnd]. 

 

= 
str1 str

startIndex endIndex

str1: {untainted} 
str2: {untainted}

= 
str1 str

startIndex endIndex

str1: {tainted} 
str2: {tainted,
          taintIndex: [0, str1.endIndex-str1.startIndex]
        }

= 
str1 str

startIndex endIndex

str1: {tainted} 
str2: {tainted，
          taintIndex: [str1.taintIndexStart-str1.startindex,
                              str1.endIndex-str1.startIndex]
          }

taintIndexStart

①

②

③

 
 

Fig. 6. Substring extraction 
 

Fig. 6 shows the analysis process of taint propagation of the substring extraction operation. 
Depending on the string being manipulated, the analysis process can be divided into three 
scenarios: 

(1) If the manipulated string is not a tainted string, then the substring is not a tainted string. 
(2) If the manipulated string is a tainted string, then the substring is a tainted string, and the 

index of starting and ending positions of the tainted data is  [0, str1.endindex-str1.startindex]. 
(3) If the manipulated string contains a partial tainted string, then the substring is a tainted 

string, and the index of starting and ending positions of the tainted data is 
[str1.taintIndexStart-str1.startindex, str1.endIndex-str1.startIndex]. 
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3.3 Taint Detection Strategy 
All related operations in Java programs that interact with the database are encapsulated in the 
JDBC library. SQL injection sinks refer to the methods for accessing database, such as: 

Statement.executeQuery() 
Statement.executeUpdate() 
Connection.prepareStatement() 

The core of the detection method is to check whether the structure of the SQL statement 
constructed by the application after receiving data inputted by user has changed. For accurate 
detection, we use ANTLR language recognition tool to parse dynamically captured SQL 
statements. 

The SQL syntax evaluation resolves the SQL string recursively into three tokens 
corresponding to keywords, operators, and literals. 

 
Table 1. SQL keywords 

Type Samples 

Function SLEEP,SUBSTRING 
Keyword FROM,WHERE 

Expression UPDATE,SELECT 
Union UNION 
Type INT 

Operator > 
Comment #,-- 
Variable Var 

 
If it is found that the parsed SQL statement does not contain any non-trusted syntax related 

characters, it indicates that the statement conforms to the SQL security conditions, there is no 
SQL injection behavior, and it is sent directly to the database for execution. If any of the 
lexical symbols shown in Table 1 are tainted after parsing, these untrusted syntax-related 
characters can break the logical structure of the original SQL statement, causing SQL injection 
attacks. Automatically defend against SQL injection attacks by adding an escape character "\" 
before these non-trusted syntax-related characters to signal an alternative interpretation of the 
original characters. 

4. Aspect Library Construction 

4.1 Definition of Abstract Aspects 
Because third-party libraries may be used in Web applications, string manipulation functions 
with the same functionality may have different names for different libraries. To make 
processes such as taint source marking and taint propagation analysis independent of libraries 
or frameworks used by Web applications, we define join points based on the semantic 
information of string manipulation functions, rather than using specific function names.  When 
instantiating an abstract aspect, the specific join point definitions are automatically generated 
using the defined semantic mapping table (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 7. Join points definition based on the semantic information 

 

4.2 Metamodel of Aspect Library 
From the aspects of file organization, information description, and reusable aspect definition 
method, we propose a general reusable construction method of aspect library, design and 
implement the management tool of aspect library, which is used to manage, retrieve and 
automatically generate concrete aspects of reusable abstract aspects, and improve the 
efficiency of aspect reuse. Fig. 8 is our proposed metamodel of aspect library , which mainly 
includes three parts: source code of abstract aspects, description XML file of aspect library, 
and management tool of aspect library. 
 
(1)Source Code of Abstract Aspect 

Source code of abstract aspect is mainly organized by different functional categories. There 
are three types of aspects: taint source marking, taint propagation analysis, and SQL syntax 
analysis. In addition to AspecJ's basic elements that define abstract aspects: aspect name, 
abstract pointcuts, advices, inter-type declarations, methods, attributes, and so on, the internal 
structure of each abstract aspect also includes aspect-description annotations, abstract pointcut 
description annotations, and so on. 

 
(2)Aspect Library Description XML File 

An aspect library description XML file is an XML file defined for describing an aspect 
library and used to document the basic information of the aspect library, reusable aspect 
information, and reusable  definitions of pointcuts. Aspect library description XML files are 
automatically managed by the management tool, including saving aspect information when 
loading source code of abstract aspects and saving concrete definitions of pointcuts when 
instantiating abstract pointcuts. 

 
(3)Management Tool of Aspect Library  

 Management tool of aspect library provides an ancillary tool for developers to efficiently 
manage reusable aspect library resources. Its main functions are to load, manage and retrieve 
source code of aspect library and automatically generate concrete aspects. 
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Fig.  8.  Metamodel of Aspect library 

5. Experiment and Discussion 
Through manual and automated tools, injection behavior requests are frequently sent under 
each injection point of the WAVSEP(Web Application Vulnerability Scanner Evaluation 
Project) [30] and WebGoat [31] target environment to simulate the attacker's behavior. The 
detection results are statistically analyzed in Table 2. Compared to several other typical 
methods, our method can detect all seven known types of SQL injection attacks. When 
performing the taint analysis at the sink, we can judge whether the SQL statement contains a 
SQL injection attack based on the taint marking information and the result of the SQL syntax 
analysis, which improves the accuracy of detection.This approach should also be effective for 
unknown types of SQL injection attacks. At the same time, we can accurately replace illegal 
characters in the SQL statement based on the starting and ending position information of the 
tainted data, so as to achieve the purpose of automatic defense. 
 

Table 2. Comparison of Detection Types of Several Typical Methods 

Approaches Tautologies 
Logically 
Incorrect 
Queries 

Union 
Query 

Piggy-Backed 
Queries 

Stored 
Procedures 

Inference 
Query 

Alternate 
Encodings 

CSSE[24] √ √ √ √ × √ × 
SQLCHECK[16] √ √ √ √ × √ √ 

Our Approach √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
 
The portability of the SQL injection detection model proposed in this paper is reflected in 

the following three levels (shown in Fig. 9): 
 

Aspect Library

Aspect Library 
Management Tool

Aspect Query

Abstract Aspect 
Instantiation

Aspect Library 
Management

1 1

1

1

1 1

1

1

Abstract Aspect 
Category

Abstract Aspect 
Description FIle(XML)

11..*

1

1

Category Name

1

1..*

Abstract Aspect 

1

1..*

Inter-type 
Declaration

Method

Field Advice

Abstract 
Pointcut

Functional 
Description

Aspect Name

1

0..* 1

0..*

1

0..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1

1

1

Aspect Description Node

1

1..*

1 1

Pointcut 
Description

Advice 
Description1

1

1

1

1

1..*

1

1..*

Code File Location

1

1

Taint Source 
Marking Aspect

Taint Propagation 
analysis Aspects

Syntax-Aware 
Evaluation Aspect

1

1

1

1..*

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1..*
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Fig. 9. Method portability 

 
 

(1) Portability For Different Tainting Methods 
Dynamic taint analysis has two methods: positive tainting and negative tainting, both of 

which have advantages and disadvantages. Considering that the type of taint source on the 
server-side of a Web application is limited, and our method allows users to specify the taint 
source, this paper adopts the method of negative tainting and uses AOP to encapsulate tainted 
data and taint propagation analysis. However, we believe that this method is also suitable for 
the taint analysis process with positive tainting, except that the implementation code of the 
tainted data marking and SQL syntax analysis are slightly different. 

 
(2) Portability for Third-party Libraries 

Today's software development is inseparable from the third-party libraries (including open 
source and free third-party libraries), even if the functions that implement the same function, 
different libraries and software frameworks may provide different APIs. For example, string 
concatenation function, in some libraries the name of the function is A, while in other libraries 
the name is B. In order to make the taint propagation analysis correctly, we use the semantic 
information (an abstract concept) of the string manipulation function to define join points in 
the abstract aspects, and then use the corresponding specific function name to define the join 
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points when generating the concrete aspects, so as to ensure the correctness of the analysis of 
taint propagation. 

 
(3) Portability for Different Programming Languages 

Aspects implemented in one language cannot be directly applied to Web applications 
developed by other programming languages, but our detection model is completely portable as 
long as that language has the corresponding AOP implementation or the Weaving mechanism 
for the aspects. 

6. Conclusion 
This paper presented a reusable SQL injection behavior detection method for Java Web 
applications based on AOP and dynamic taint analysis, which encapsulates the dynamic taint 
analysis processes into different aspects and establishes the aspect library to realize the 
large-grained reuse of SQL injection detection code. The detection code encapsulated by 
aspect is woven into the source code by the weaver. The process does not need to modify the  
execution engine of application and source code and has strong portability for applications 
using different programming languages. This method is also applicable to other code injection 
attacks such as cross-site scripting (XSS) and cross-site request forgery (CSRF). 
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